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  The paper aims to show how translation can transfer certain culture-specifi c 
concepts into a different culture, possibly modifying it. It concentrates on the 
translation of the Greek preposition  ep í   into Latin, Gothic and Old Church 
Slavonic in Luke’s Gospel. We argue that, to various extents, translators incorpo-
rated results of theological discussion into their language (obviously, this is most 
clear for Latin, where constructions such as  confi do in  ‘trust in’ and  fl eo super  
‘cry over’ were created, that did not exist in Classical Latin and still survive in the 
Romance languages). Through carefull analysis of the various translations found, 
we show that even in Late Antiquity and Early Middle Ages cultural contact was a 
privileged vehicle for linguistic contact. 

    Introduction 

 The present paper aims to show how translation can transfer certain culture-
specifi c concepts into a different culture, into which they may be integrated, and 
which they may possibly modify. Our case study concerns translations of Luke’s 
Gospel into Latin, Gothic and Old Church Slavonic. We will concentrate especially 
on the translation of the preposition  ep í  . 

 As shown by Jerome’s  Letter on Translation  (Nergaard 1993, Ceresa-Gastaldo 
1975; Valgiglio 1985; Vineis 1988; Traina 1989; 101–102), ancient translation theo-
ries were based on word rather then text ( verbum de verbo  ‘word from word’) (see 
further Brock 1979). In the case of prepositions, this means that the translator 
tried to establish a (couple of) translation equivalent(s), and use them as exten-
sively as possible. It also means that a translation involving another preposition 
appeared preferable to a translation involving a case-marked noun phrase without 
preposition. As we will show in the course of the paper, the translations of  ep í   are 
interesting in several respects. 

 In the fi rst place, while it can be remarked that the three target languages had one 
(or two) preferred prepositions that translated  ep í  , it is also clear that the strategy 
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of establishing a unique translation equivalent left out a number of occurrences, 
that had to be translated in some other way. However, the tendency to keep the same 
number of words as the original, i.e. not to translate a prepositional phrase by means 
of a noun phrase, thus leaving out the preposition, was strong in all translations, 
especially Latin. Besides, some usages of  ep í   in Luke’s Gospel (and in general in New 
Testament Greek as well as in the  Septuagint ) were not attested in Classical Greek 
(Blass/Debrunner/Rehkopf 2001: 186–188; Regard 1919: 417–466). Some of these 
new usages occur in expressions that refl ect the religious thought expressed in the text.  

  . Luke’s Gospel and its early translations 

  . The Greek text 

 Luke’s Gospel was written in Greek, presumably in the 1st century , by a speaker 
of L2 Greek living in Palestine, whose mother tongue must have been Aramaic, 
a Semitic language related to, but for some features rather different from, Biblical 
Hebrew. Greek as L2 was commonly spoken by literate people in this area. In gen-
eral, the authors of the New Testament, considered one of the most important 
documents of  koin é   Greek (i.e. in spite of possible Semitic infl uence), had a good 
knowledge of the language, and apparently wrote in a variety that was close to the 
spoken Greek of the time. As for their literary models, an important role must have 
been played by the Greek version of the Bible, the  Septuagint , which they must 
have known and mastered on account of their cultural and religious background. 
In the fi eld of prepositions, certain features of New Testament Greek, such as the 
instrumental meaning of  en , 1  can also be found in the Old Testament. This means 
that, besides the possible infl uence of their mother tongue, the writers of the New 
Testament could also be infl uenced by their knowledge of Biblical Greek.  

  . Latin translations 

  .. The Vetus Latina 
 The name  Vetus Latina  does not refer to a single Latin translation, but to a collec-
tion of several different versions, mostly written in the 2nd century , containing 
both the Old and the New Testament. An often quoted passage by Augustin attests 
to an extremely large number of Latin translations, at least of the Old Testament 

   .  On the instrumental usage of  en  as typical of New Testament Greek, see Blass/Debrunner/
Rehkopf (2001: 178) and Regard (1919: 328–329). However, the latter correctly points out that 
the frequency of  en  was also decreasing (1919: 326): indeed, as we will see in the course of this 
paper, the extent to which the instrumental usage of  in  developed in Christian Latin is unmatched 
in Greek.  
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(but there is no reason to doubt that the number of translations of the New Testa-
ment was comparably high). The numerous manuscripts that have reached us are 
variously grouped, in an attempt to reconstruct different regional traditions, the 
most important being the  Vetus Itala , used in Italy (but the name, again taken from 
Augustin, is sometimes used as a quasi-synonym of  Vetus Latina ); there are also at-
tempts to reconstruct a  Vetus Hispana , while an important group of manuscripts 
attests to a separate tradition from North Africa, the so – called  Afra . 

 Problems arising from relations among different translations lie outside the 
scope of the present paper; the early Latin versions of the New Testament are rel-
evant here only insofar as they may have infl uenced Jerome’s new Latin translation 
(the  Vulgate ) and Wulfi la’s Gothic translation of Luke’s Gospel. Indeed, as we will 
see below, there are passages in which Wulfi la’s translation does not correspond 
to the Greek text, but has a correspondent in one or another of the pre-Jerome 
Latin translations. As for the  Vulgate , Jerome, too, knew and used the available 
Latin translations. In the fi eld of prepositions, his choices do not coincide with 
the choices of any specifi c manuscript; however, it is remarkable that in almost 
every case he does not fi nd new solutions, but rather chooses a translation that had 
already been used before: the novelty lies in the overall combination all possible 
translations, rather than in the search for new ones.  

  .. The Vulgate 
 As we pointed out in the previous section, when Jerome embarked on the translation 
of the Old and New Testament in the early 5th century , several Latin translations 
were available. These translations were highly unsatisfactory because translators, in 
an attempt to avoid introducing changes to the original meaning, often came up 
with grammatically incorrect and in some cases barely comprehensible Latin. With 
respect to the Old Testament, the poor quality of Latin translations (which were 
based on the  Septuagint ) was partly due to either textual problems in the Greek text, 
or problems inherent to the Greek translation. Therefore Jerome understood that 
a new translation, written in a language that could easily be understood by Latin 
speakers, had to be based on the Hebrew original. A cursory glance through the Old 
Testament shows that Jerome’s translation, though taking the translation found in 
the  Septuagint  into account, is often independent of it. This means that when Jerome 
tackled the translation of the Gospels he already had an idea of how Greek preposi-
tions were used (or misused) in the  Septuagint , and that peculiarities in his use of 
Latin prepositions were partly based on his own translation of the Hebrew Bible. 

 Jerome’s Latin was hardly comparable to the language of classical prose writers 
(or contemporary patristic literature), but still it was a language that could look 
back to a long written tradition. Besides, as remarked in ž 1.2.1, Jerome relied on 
several centuries of translation practice for both the Old and the New Testament. 
This makes the Latin translation radically different to the Gothic and Slavonic ones.   
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  . Gothic 

 The Gothic translation of Luke’s Gospel was part of a complete translation from 
the Greek of the Old and New Testament by Wulfi la in the 4th century . Most 
of the translation of the Old Testament is now lost, as are parts of the translation of 
the New Testament: in particular, as regards Luke’s Gospel, we have only books 1 
through 10 and 14 through 20. 

 Like most cultured people of his time, Wulfi la could speak Greek, and his 
translation shows a good understanding of the original text (which, as is well 
known, does not exactly correspond to any of the Greek texts that have reached 
us). Living in a multilingual environment, Wulfi la also made limited use of the 
early Latin translations of the New Testament ( Vetus Latina ). Unlike Jerome, he 
could not rely on a literary tradition for his translation, because Gothic had never 
been a written language. As a consequence, his effort to create a written standard 
was all the greater, and it is more diffi cult for us to gauge the extent of Greek infl u-
ence on his language (Keidan 2001).  

  . Old Church Slavonic 

 “Old Church Slavonic is the language extrapolated from a small corpus of prob-
ably late tenth-century copies, mainly of translations made about a century earlier 
of Greek ecclesiastical texts. These Slavonic texts contain mainly Balkan dialectal 
features, have an admixture of Moravianisms, since the fi rst translations were used 
for missionary activity in Greater Moravia, where further translations and cop-
ies were made, beginning from about 863.” (Huntley 1993: 125). Like Gothic, Old 
Church Slavonic did not rely on any previous written tradition. Moreover, extant 
texts are not amenable to a single translation or at least to a single tradition, but 
result from a mixture incorporating different dialectal features, giving birth to a 
rather artifi cial language. A linguistic evaluation of the material grouped under the 
label Old Church Slavonic is still an open issue in the fi eld of Slavistics. Since the 
majority of manuscripts transmitting the different ecclesiastical texts started being 
copied in various centres in Croatia, Bulgaria and Macedonia, linguistic features of 
local varieties crept into the different traditions, thus giving rise to several branches 
in the philological tradition: Czecho-Moravian, Bulgaro-Macedonian, Bulgarian, 
Serbian, Croatian (Taseva & Vos 2005; Ziffer 2005). Strikingly enough, monks who 
translated the Greek text were often apparently unable to understand it correctly 
and consequently provided many completely mistaken and misleading translations 
(all examples collected in  Staroslavjanskij slovar’ (po rukopisjam X-XI vekov) ), which 
makes it even more diffi cult to provide a consistent picture of Old Church Slavonic. 

 The text on which the present investigation is based is preserved in the 
 Codex Zographensis , a manuscript in Glagolitic, a script devised by Constantine 
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and Methodius and used in the earliest Slavonic texts, written around the late 10th 
and early 11th century , containing the four Gospels. 2  The text of Luke’s Gospel 
is missing at three points: 4.5–27, 12.28–14.2 (10 verses), and 24.30–44. 

 It is diffi cult to identify the exact location where the manuscript was written, but 
the most likely is Bulgaria or Macedonia. In any case, the manuscript displays many 
linguistic features that are indisputably South-Western, even though the linguistic and 
cultural environments where these texts were fi rst transmitted are frequently uncertain.   

  . The meaning of  ep í   in Luke’s Gospel and in New Testament Greek 

 The preposition  ep í   is fairly frequent in the New Testament, and it is the only one 
which is well attested with all three cases, even if the accusative is by far more fre-
quent than the genitive and the dative (see Regard 1919). 3  Its spatial meaning is 
‘on’, ‘over’, and, limited to the accusative, ‘towards’, ‘against’. When denoting spatial 
relations located on the vertical axis,  ep í   often signals contact, as opposed to  hup é r , 
which never does. With the accusative,  ep í   often denotes relations that are located 
on the horizontal axis; in such cases it often signals lack of contact (‘towards’, rather 
than ‘into’), but see 12.11, discussed below as example (33). Temporal usage of  ep í   is 
limited, but attested with all cases, and essentially denotes location in time. On the 
abstract plane,  ep í   can denote metaphorical location (‘over’); it may express cause or 
reason with verbs of emotion (with the dative, as pointed out in Blass/Debrunner/ 
Rehkopf (2001: 188: “Am h ä ufi gsten bezeichnet ἐπί den Grund”), and in a case it 
denotes means (again with the dative, see 4.4 in example (13)). The genitive mostly 
denotes a static relation, and occurs with the verb ‘be’ or other verbs of rest; the da-
tive is also attested with verbs of rest, but it most often occurs in abstract contexts. 

 The accusative often occurs with motion verbs, but verbs of rest are not in-
frequent. In a few occurrences, one has the feeling that, in spatial expressions, the 
difference between the dative and the accusative was not completely clear to the 
author, because the two cases occur in identical expressions, in: 

   (1)  12.53–54  diameristhesontai, patfr ep ì  hui ô i ka ì  hui ò s ep ì  patr í , met ē r ep ì  thugat é ra 
ka ì  thug á t ē r ep ì  t f n m ē t é ra, penther à  ep ì  tf  n n ú mph ē n aut ê s ka ì  n ú mph ē  ep ì  tfn 
penther á n  

   .  For a description of the  Codex Zographensis  see Jagić (1954: V-XXXVI; CC: 13–14); for 
related editorial and linguistic problems, see the fundamental contribution by Garzaniti (2001: 
306–310).  

   .  The description in this paragraph is based on Luke’s Gospel. For the meaning and use of  epí  
in Classical Greek, see Luraghi (2003: 298–313), for other parts of the New Testament, see the 
references given in � 0.  
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    ‘they will be divided, father against son, and son against father; mother against 
daughter, and daughter against her mother; mother-in-law against her daughter-
in-law, and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law’ 

  The accusative also occurs in a few other passages where one would expect 
the genitive or the dative, as in the expression  eph’ h ò  kat é keito  ‘that which he was 
laying on’ in 5.25, or where it depends on the verb ‘be’. Note however, that the ex-
tension of the accusative with this preposition is not remarkable, and the relative 
frequency of cases is similar to what one can fi nd in Attic prose writers. 

 Apart from the occurrences mentioned above, the spatial meaning of  ep í   in 
New Testament Greek does not display major differences with respect to Classical 
Greek, and similarly, the few occurrences of  ep í   in time expressions have corre-
spondences in the classical language. On the contrary, abstract usage of  ep í   with 
the dative, and to a limited extent with the accusative (cause or reason), is an in-
novation; we will come back to it in the next section. Besides, two expressions that 
we can regard as typical idioms of the New Testament deserve to be mentioned, i.e. 
 ep’al ē the í as  ‘of a truth’, with the genitive, and  ep ì  t ô i on ó mati  ( tin ó s ) ‘in the name 
(of …)’, with the dative. 

 The preposition  ep í   occurs 159 times in Luke’s Gospel, 25 with the genitive, 34 
with the dative, and 100 with the accusative. Before discussing individual transla-
tions, we provide correspondences in the four languages. We do not include the 
 Vetus Latina , which is not a text but a collection of texts with numerous variants. 

 Table 1. Translations of  ep í   in Latin 

    LATIN     genitive     dative     accusative  

      in  abl.     12     22     7  
     in  acc.        2     32   
    ad      1        21  
     super  abl.        4  
       super  acc.     4     4     25  
     supra      3     1     6  
     sub  abl.     2  
         per            1  
     secus      1  
         ab      1  
     adversus            1  
     contra            1  
    ablative        1     1  
    accusative           1  
    dative           3  
   adverb     1        1  
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Table 2. Translations of  ep í   in Gothic

   GOTHIC   genitive   dative   accusative 

      ana  dat.     10     6     16  
     ana  acc.     1        19  
     uf  dat.     1  
       at  dat.     1        1  
     bi  dat.     1     1 (?)  
       bi  acc.        4     2  
     in  dat.     2  
       in  gen.     3  
       du  dat.        2     6  
     afar  dat.        2     1  
     ufar  dat.           4  
     ufaro  dat.           1  
    accusative           3  
    dative           1  
    genitive        1 (?)  
    adverb        1     3  
   not translated       1  

Table 3. Translations of  ep í   in Old Church Slavonic (OCS)

    OCS     accusative     dative     genitive  

      na  + acc.     39     5     1  
     na  + loc.     12     1     14  
     k ŭ   + dat.     11  
       v ŭ   + acc.     3     3     2  
     v ŭ   + loc.     3  
       nad ŭ   + str.     3     3     1  
     o  + loc.     3     12  
       po  + loc.     1     1  
       ot ŭ   + gen.       1  
       pri  + loc.           2  
     u  + gen.     1  
      dative     1  
      accusative        1  
      instrumental        1  
      adverb     2  
   not translated     1  

Note that the number of occurrences in Gothic is considerably smaller than the 
number of occurrences in the other languages, because the text is incomplete (see 
above, ž 1.3). 
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                                 . The translation of  ep í   in Latin 

  .  The  Vulgate 4  

 As remarked in ž 2, Greek featured an opposition between contact and lack of 
contact when denoting spatial relations holding on the vertical axis. Latin did not 
feature this distinction: in principle, the preposition  super  can denote both contact 
or lack of contact, even if the latter case was perhaps more frequent. In cases in 
which contact is the most relevant feature of the spatial relation, the closest cor-
respondent of  ep í   is  in . Accordingly, Latin occurrences are divided into two main 
groups, one that contains  in  (41 occurrences with the ablative and 34 with the ac-
cusative), and another one with  super  or the related adverb  supra  (33 occurrences 
with the accusative, 4 with the ablative, and 10 of  supra ). Another signifi cant group 
of occurrences contains  ad , used almost exclusively as a translation of  ep í   with the 
accusative in cases in which  ep í   denotes motion (or less frequently, location) towards 
or in the vicinity of an entity. Below are some examples: 

   (2) 2.14 gen.  ka ì  ep ì  g ê seir e n ē   /  et in terra pax  
   ‘and on earth peace’ 

  (3) 21.6 dat.  ouk apheth e setai l í thos ep ì  l í th ō i  /  non relinquetur lapis super lapidem  
   ‘there will not be left one stone on another’ 

  (4) 5.12 acc.  pes o n ep ì  pr ó s ō pon  /  procidens in faciem  
   ‘falling on his face’ 

  (5) 10.6 acc.  eph’hum â s anak á mpsei  /  ad vos revertetur  
   ‘it will return to you’ 

  Clearly, there is no single preposition in Latin that can translate the Greek  ep í  ; 
judging the relative frequency, it appears that Jerome chose  in  as the closest corre-
spondent. Even in the domain of spatial relations, this choice is not always devoid 
of problems: often, especially in the case of  ep í   with the accusative, Jerome comes 
up with a type of usage that either is far from the norm of classical prose writers, 
or does not entirely refl ect the meaning of the original text. The latter problem can 
also be created by the use of  ad . Consider, for example: 

   (6) 10.9 e ggike eph’hum â s h ē  basile í a to û  theo û   
    appropinquavit in vos regnum dei  
   ‘the Kingdom of God has come near to you’ 

   .   We discuss the  Vulgate  before earlier Latin translations for two reasons. In the fi rst place, 
as we remarked earlier, the  Vetus Latina  is not a single text, but rather a collection of several 
translations based on different traditions; in the second place, after it was written, the  Vulgate  
remained the only Latin translation offi cially in use.  
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  (7) 22.52  h ō s ep ì  l ē ist e n ex e lthate met à  makhair ô n ka ì  x ú l ō n;  
    quasi ad latronem existis cum gladiis et fustibus?  
   ‘have you come out as against a robber, with swords and clubs?’ 

  Following the classical usage, one would rather expect the opposite translation, i.e. 
 ad  in Example (6) (‘towards’), and  in  in Example (7) (‘against’). 

 Things become more complicated when one moves on to an analysis of ab-
stract contexts. In the fi rst place, there are occurrences which look quite similar 
in Greek, where Jerome chooses quite different Latin translations, thus opting for 
different meanings: 

   (8) 2.25  ka ì  pne û ma  ê n h á gion ep’ aut ó n  /  et Spiritus Sanctus erat in eo  
   ‘and the Holy Spirit was on him’ 
   2.40  ka ì  kh á ris Theo û   ê n ep’ aut ó   /  et gratia Dei erat in illo  
   ‘and the grace of God was upon him’ 

  (9) 4.18  pne û ma Kur í ou ep’ em é   /  Spiritus Domini super me  
   ‘the Spirit of the Lord is upon me’ 

  Whatever the Greek text may be taken to mean, the Latin translation in (9) says 
something different from what is said in (8). Note that  ep í   with the accusative did 
not normally occur with the verb ‘be’ (or in nominal sentences) in Classical Greek; 
so Jerome had no pattern to follow from Classical Greek. 5  

 The same happens in a much more striking way when we turn to occurrences 
of  ep í   with the dative, which mostly denote abstract relations. Here, Jerome mostly 
uses  in , but occasionally also  super , in a way that is unparalleled in classical Latin 
prose. Let us consider some examples: 

   (10) 1.14  ka ì  pollo ì  ep ì  t ê i gen é sei auto û  khar e sontai  
    et multi in nativitate eius gaudebunt  
   ‘and many shall rejoice at his birth’ 

  (11)  2.47  ex í stanto d è  p á ntes hoi ako ú santes auto û  ep ì  t ê i sun é sei ka ì  ta î s apokr í sesin auto û   
    stupebant autem omnes qui eum audiebant super prudentia et responsis eius  
   ‘and all that heard him were astonished at his understanding and answers’ 

  (12) 9.43  p á nt ō n d è  thaumaz ó nt ō n ep ì  p â sin ho î s epo í ei  
    omnibusque mirantibus in omnibus quae faciebat  
   ‘while they all wondered at all things which he did’ 

  In passages such as the above,  ep í   denotes reason or cause. In Classical Greek, 
verbs such as  kha í rein  ‘rejoice’ and  thaum á zein  ‘wonder’ would have taken an 

   .  As we will see below, � 3.2, the difference between the two passages in (8) and the one in (9) was 
partly established in the pre-Jerome tradition of Latin translations: while  epí  is translated with 
various prepositions (including  in, super , and  cum  in (8), all translations agree on  super  in (9)).  
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instrumental dative. As is well known, the instrumental dative was becoming ob-
solete in the  koin é  , and was being substituted by various prepositional phrases. 
In Classical Latin, one could have used the instrumental ablative, or, with a verb 
such as  miror  ‘wonder’, some other type of prepositional phrase. Here, Jerome (as 
well as other Latin translators; see ž 3.2) is confronted with several problems. In 
the fi rst place, he had to translate a non-classical usage of  ep í  ; in the second place, 
he tried to conform to the original as far as the number of words was concerned, 
which prevented him from using a plain case instead of a prepositional phrase. He 
chose to extend the meaning of the two Latin prepositions  in  and  super  to the same 
abstract relations denoted by  ep í  , based on the consideration that  in  and  super  
were the closest correspondent of  ep í   in the domain of spatial relations. However, 
he did not follow this procedure to the same extent for both prepositions:  super  
occurs only three times in passages comparable to Example (11) (moreover, the 
same verb is also attested with  in ); elsewhere it either occurs in concrete spatial 
expressions (see Example (3) above), or in passages in which the occurrence of the 
verb ‘be’ renders the spatial metaphor more readily accessible. 

 Let us now turn to another passage that deserves to be mentioned, again with 
 ep í   plus the dative: 

   (13) 4.4  ouk ep’  á rt ō i m ó n ō i z e setai  [ all’ en pant ì  r e mati Theo û  ] 
   non in pane solo vivet homo sed in omni verbo Dei 
   ‘man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God’ 

  Example (13) is of particular interest, because it shows how the same Latin prepo-
sition,  in , was used for two Greek prepositions,  ep í   and  en . 6  Neither preposition 
would have been appropriate in Classical Greek, where one would have found  ap ó   
in both cases. As already remarked in relation to Example (10), the passage in (13), 
too, would have contained an instrumental ablative in Classical Latin. Jerome did 
not depend on the original for the translation of prepositions, and was able to use 
expressions that he found more appropriate to Latin; however, he consistently tried 
to avoid leaving out a word from his translation. Indeed, this could have been a 
problem with many of the examples discussed in this section, had he used the plain 
ablative. Limiting the observation to the New Testament, for which he had only the 
Greek text, Jerome was also confronted with another problem: the use of  ep í   was 
not clearly attested in the literary language in similar contexts. Consequently, he 
tried to be innovative in much the same way as he felt the Greek text was, as we have 

   .  It also points to an inconsistency in the use of these prepositions in Biblical Greek: i.e. both 
 epí  and  en  could translate two different Hebrew prepositions, i.e.  ‘al , ‘over’, and  b  ‘in’, ‘with’. The 
passage in (13), a quotation from the Old Testament, contains two occurrences of  ‘al  in Hebrew. 
The Greek text of the New Testament contains only the fi rst part of the quotation (the part given 
here in square brackets is omitted).  
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remarked above. It must be mentioned, as we will see in more detail below, ž 3.2, 
that  in  was the translation that had already been used for both  ep í   and  en  in this pas-
sage by all earlier Latin translators of the Gospel. So Jerome’s choice was not directly 
based on evidence of the same preposition,  ‘al , occurring in the Hebrew text of the 
Old Testament. He may have found that current Latin translations were confi rmed 
by the Hebrew original, and consequently, were better than the Greek translation. 

 Note that the effect of Jerome’s decision to use  in  as most frequent translation of 
 ep í  , especially in abstract contexts, made the instrumental meaning of this preposi-
tion far more relevant, which is considered a peculiar feature of Christian Latin, and 
is commonly associated with the infl uence of Hebrew  b , a preposition that could 
mean both ‘in’ (location) and ‘with’ (instrument). As Example (13) shows, the mat-
ter is not irrelevant, given the fact that  in  corresponds to Hebrew  ‘al  in this passage. 

 With the accusative,  ep í   also denotes cause with the verb ‘cry’. In Luke’s Gospel 
this construction occurs in two passages, one of which is quoted below, as Example 
(42). The other occurrence is 

   (14) 19.41  idon t f n p ó lin  é klausen ep’ auten  
    videns civitatem fl evit super illam  
   ‘he beheld the city, and wept over it’ 

  The verb  kla í ein  ‘cry’ did not take  ep í   in Classical Greek (with this verb, cause was 
expressed with  di á   and the accusative, as expected). However, this Greek construc-
tion was already attested in the  Septuagint.  If one examines the Hebrew text, it can 
be seen that the verb ‘cry’ occurs with the preposition  ’el  ‘to’ ‘towards’, which, in 
its concrete spatial meaning, corresponds to Greek  eis  or  ep í   plus the accusative. 
Jerome also used  super  in similar contexts in the translation of the Old Testa-
ment. In this case, his use of  super  seems to be infl uenced by the Greek translation: 
Jerome opts to extend the meaning of  super  to the same abstract contexts to which 
the meaning of  ep í   had been extended in the  Septuagint . Far from being his own 
choice, though, the usage of  super  with  fl eo  ‘cry’ was already established in the 
Christian tradition, as we will see in ž 3.2. 

 Finally, a few particular cases are worth mentioning because they contain 
meanings of  ep í   that could not be rendered by means of the most frequent prepo-
sitions used in Latin translations. For example, temporal usage, as in  ep ì  t ē n a ú rion , 
 altera die  in 10.35, representing one of the few cases in which Jerome translates 
with a plain ablative (see further 4.25), thus omitting a word, and: 

   (15) 3.2  ep ì  arkhier é  ō s  Á nna ka ì  Ka ï  á pha  
    sub principibus sacerdotum Anna et Caiapha  
   ‘Annas and Caiaphas being the high priests’ 

  (see further 4.27; this usage of  ep í   is translated with the ablative absolute in the  Afra ). 
 We would also like to mention the passages in (16) and (17). In the fi rst, Jerome 

used the infrequent preposition  secus , a translation which also occurs in the so-
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called manuscript  aureum  of the  Vetus Latina , while in the second he uses  ad , a 
translation that does not correspond to earlier versions ( in  is also attested in some 
manuscripts of the  Vulgate , as it is in the  Vetus Latina ): 

   (16) 20.37  M ō  ü s ê s em e nusen ep ì  t ê s b á tou  
    Moses ostendit secus rubum  
   ‘Moses showed at the bush’ 

  (17) 9.62  oude ì s epibal p n t ē n khe î ra auto û  ep’  á rotron  
    nemo mittens manum suam in aratrum  
   ‘no man, having put his hand to the plow’ 

    . Earlier translations 

 One can only give a general overview of the tendencies found in earlier Latin 
manuscripts containing the translation of Luke’s Gospel. They are obviously not 
homogeneous and refl ect different choices. In general,  super  is used for the trans-
lation of  ep í   with the genitive and the dative more frequently than by Jerome; how-
ever, when Jerome uses  in , the same preposition also occurs in at least one other 
manuscript. The manuscript that most often has  super  in such occurrences is  e , the 
principal manuscript of the  Afra.  The relative frequency of  super  is higher than in 
the  Vulgate  both in cases in which the preposition denotes a spatial relation, and in 
cases in which the meaning is abstract: for example, in 2.14 (Example (2) above) 
several manuscripts have  super , either with the accusative or with the ablative, 
while very few others have  in . 7  In 1.14 (quoted in Example (10)) most manuscripts 
have  in  as the  Vulgate , but  super  is also attested, as in other passages in which  ep í   
denotes cause or reason. As a general remark, it can be stated that, even if Jerome’s 
translations can almost always be found in earlier manuscripts, it was he who de-
cided to use  in  to denote cause or reason much more frequently than  super.  

 In this context, it is remarkable that there are passages in which all the manuscripts 
agree on the translation  in . In such passages the preposition does not refer to a 
spatial relation. They are: 

  a. 20.21, which contains the phrase  ep’al ē the í as  ‘of a truth’, 8  

  b. 4.4 quoted above as Example (13), 

   .  The use of cases with prepositions is much less accurate in earlier translations than it is in 
the  Vulgate , which usually conforms to the classical norm.  

   .  Two other passages contain this expression in Luke’s Gospel; in the fi rst (4.25), all manu-
scripts have  in  except  f  and  e , that have  veritatem (dico vobis)  ‘the truth (I tell you)’ and  Amen  
respectively; in the second (22.59) the  Vulgate  has  vere  ‘truly’, as do the majority of other Latin 
translations, while only  d  has  in .  
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  c. all occurrences of  ep ì  t ô ion ó mati  ‘in the name’, and 
  d. 11.22, that we will discuss below. 

 Occurrences in (a)–(c) contain a special use of  in , that constitutes a peculiar fea-
ture of the language of the New Testament: in particular, (a) and (c) are idiomatic 
expressions of Christian religious discourse, 9  while (b), discussed here at length 
in ž 3.1, is a passage in which Greek has both  ep í   and  en , while Latin translators 
decided to unify their version using  in . 

 Let us now examine the passage mentioned above under (d): 

   (18) 11.22  t ē n panopl í  ā n auto û  a í rei eph’ h ē i epepo í thei  
    universa arma eius aufert in quibus confi debat  
   ‘he takes from him all his armor wherein he trusted’ 

  This is a typical example of the tendency already noted above, related to passages 
that should have contained a dative (and a noun phrase without preposition in Latin): 
 pe í thein ep í   in the sense of ‘rely on’, ‘trust’, is fi rst attested in the New Testament; in 
much the same way,  confi do  ‘trust’ did not occur with  in  in Classical Latin. Here 
all Latin translators agree against using  super , which most likely would have been 
unclear. Note that this construction remains in the Romance languages, as do those 
in (a) and (c) above. 10  Here again it is worth noticing what verb and what type(s) 
of construction correspond to  confi do in  in the Old Testament. The Hebrew verb 
 bţg , whose meaning is glossed as “fi rmae spei plaenus fuit”, “be full of fi rm hope” 
in Zorell’s lexicon, is translated into Greek with either  pe í thein  ‘trust’ or  elp í zein  
‘hope’, and into Latin with either  confi do  ‘trust’ or  spero  ‘hope’ (the choice of either 
verb in Latin does not always correspond to Greek, and in general  confi do  seems 
more frequent than  pe í thein ). In Hebrew, it may take  b ,  ‘al , or  ’el , while Jerome 
generally uses  in . 11  In this case, Latin displays a tendency toward unifying various 

    . The religious relevance of the expression  in nomine  ‘in the name’ in Latin is also demon-
strated by the fact that another occurrence of  epì tôi onomáti  (1.59), in which the expression has 
a different meaning ( ekáloun autò epì tôi onomáti toû patròs autoû  “and they called him Zacharias, 
after the name of his father”) is translated with the plain ablative by Jerome: this is one of the 
few cases where Jerome chooses to leave out a word, and he does so in order to avoid using a 
religiously meaningful expression in the wrong context.  

    . The verb  confi do  ‘trust’ also occurs in 18.9 with the refl exive pronoun; in this passage, the 
 Vulgate  has  in , as does manuscript  f  of the  Vetus Latina , but the majority of other translations 
have  sibi , following the classical usage. In this case, too, Jerome makes use of an already existing 
translation in a way that gives greater unity to his own grammatical usage.  

   .  An analysis of the Greek translation of the Old Testament goes far beyond the scope of the 
present paper. At least in the New Testament, Latin  in  with  confi do  ‘trust’ corresponds to  epí ,  eis , 
and  en  in Greek.  
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possible prepositions in a single consistent usage, which constituted an innovation 
with respect to the classical norm. Note that neither Greek nor Latin offered a pre-
cise and always satisfying equivalent of the Hebrew verb, so both the meanings of 
the verbs used for translation and the meanings of the prepositions are extended 
under the infl uence of the original. 

 Let us now turn to the translation of  ep í   with the accusative in the  Vetus Latina . 
Again, we fi nd variation, but the most frequent translations are still  in ,  super/supra , 
and  ad , with a distribution that resembles that of the  Vulgate  more closely than the 
distribution of possible translations for  ep í   with the genitive and the dative. Most 
cases in which all translations agree contain spatial expressions; some interesting 
passages are 4.18, quoted above as Example (9) (see further fn. 5), and: 

   (19) 6.35  h ó ti aut ò s khr ē st ó s estin ep ì  to ù s akhar í stous ka ì  pon ē ro ú s  
    quia ipse benignus est super ingratos et malos  
   ‘for he is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil’ 

  In this passage,  in  would have been hardly understandable, given the fact that it 
usually means ‘against’ with nouns with human referents. The Greek adjective 
 khr ē st ó s  ‘kind’ occurs with  ep í   only in the New Testament: again, the Latin transla-
tors are confronted with the problem of translating an expression for which they 
have no classical models, and again they decide to keep the same number of words 
and create a new expression in Latin, too, extending the meaning of the Latin 
preposition to the same abstract meaning to which Greek  ep í   had been extended 
( benignus  occurs with the dative and with  erga  in classical authors). 

 Another case in which all translations agree is 19.41, quoted above as Example (14), 
that contains the expression  fl ere super  ‘cry over’ plus accusative. As in the case of 
 confi do  ‘trust’, here, too, we fi nd a new construction of a verb, already common in 
Christian Latin before Jerome, which spread to the spoken languages, as evidenced 
by the fact that it remains in the Romance languages (and has spread to English, too).   

  . The translation of  ep í   in Gothic 

 Wulfi la was a cultured man, living in a multilingual society, who, as contemporary 
sources tell us, could preach in Gothic as well as in Greek and in Latin. Even if his 
translation is based on the original Greek text of the Gospel, it is likely that he also 
consulted available Latin translations. Indeed, in a couple of passages in which his 
translation does not correspond to the Greek text, one can fi nd the exact corre-
spondence in some Latin manuscripts. As an example, consider the following: 

   (20) 1.29  h ē  d è  ep ì  t ô i l ó g ō i dietar á khth ē   
    i þ  si gasai ß andei ga þ lahsnoda bi innatgahtai  
   ‘she was troubled at his saying’ 
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  A number of Latin manuscripts have  turbata est in introitu eius  “she was trou-
bled at his coming in”, which corresponds to  bi innatgahtai . 12  This may either 
mean that Wulfi la and some of the Latin translators used a Greek text that is now 
lost, or it may indicate that Wulfi la preferred to follow a Latin translation. 13  How-
ever, as we will see below, little Latin infl uence is detectable in the translation of 
prepositions. 

 The most frequent preposition used by Wulfi la to translate  ep í   is  ana . Besides, 
when denoting space,  ep í   with the accusative signalling motion toward an entity 
can be translated with  du ; in some occurrences we also fi nd  ufar , but this is infre-
quent: in fact, spatial meaning of  ana  must have been similar to that of  ep í   in the 
feature of implying contact, while  ufar  should have been more similar to  hup é r  
(these remarks are partly based on the existence of pairs of prepositions such as 
 on/over  and  an/ ü ber  in other Germanic languages). 

 In general,  ana  seems to offer a better equivalent of Greek  ep í   than any other 
Latin preposition. In expressions denoting space, both concrete or abstract, Wulfi la’s 
use of  ana  is more consistent than Jerome’s use of either  in  or  super , as shown by 
passages in 2.25, 2.40, and 4.18 (see Examples (8) and (9) discussed above, ž 3.1), 
all containing  ana  with the dative (apparently, any differences that may have been 
detected by Latin translators were not relevant to Wulfi la). 

 Outside spatial expressions, Wulfi la sometimes seems more dependent on the 
Greek text than Jerome, while other times he seems to depart more from Greek. 
Consider the following examples: 

   (21) 9.48  h ò s e à n d é x ē tai to û to t ò  paid í on ep ì  t ô i on ó mat í  mou,  
    quicumque susceperit puerum istum in nomine meo me recipit  
    sa ß azuh saei andnimi þ   þ ata barn ana namin meinamma, mik  
    andnimi þ   
   ‘whosoever shall receive this child in my name receiveth me’ 

  (22) 4.25  ep’  al ē the í as d è  l é g ō  hum î n 
   in veritate dico vobis 
    bi sunjai qi þ a izwis  
   ‘but I tell you of a truth’ 

   .  See also 19.23, where Greek has  édōkás mou tò argúrion epì trápezan?  “wherefore then gavest 
not thou my money into the bank?” and Jerome translates  ad mensam  ‘to the table’, while the 
Gothic translation  du skattjam  ‘to the bankers’ rather corresponds to  nummolariis  ‘to the bankers’ 
in manuscripts  f  and  e  of the pre-Jerome translations.  

   .  Note further that the Greek text given here does not contain an equivalent of  gasaißandei  
either. The  Vulgate  contains the clause  Quae cum audisset  “as she heard those things”, but some 
other manuscripts contain the verb ‘see’, as does Gothic.  
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  Example (21) contains the expression  ep ì  t ô i on ó mati  ‘in the name’, which 
is apparently equivalent to the much more frequent  en (t ô i) on ó mati . 14  Jerome 
translates both expressions using  in . As we have seen in ž 3.2, this translation was 
not his own, but followed an already established norm, according to which Latin 
always had  in  with  nomine . Wulfi la uses  ana  here, while he normally uses  in namin  
for  en t ô i on ó mati . It is not clear why he chose to make this difference, whether he 
reproduced equivalent spatial metaphors for the two prepositions in an attempt 
to avoid changing the meaning of the source text, or whether he wanted to convey 
different meanings in the translation. Again, one must remember that the differ-
ence between Wulfi la and Jerome was that the former was translating into Gothic 
(and indeed using a written variety of Gothic) for the fi rst time, while the  Vulgate  
was part of an already rich tradition of Latin translations. Similar to Gothic, the 
Slavonic translation, too, has two different prepositions corresponding to Greek 
 ep í   and  en  with the word ‘name’. We will come back to this point below, ž 5. 

 Example (22) contains a specular situation. The expression  ep’ al ē the í as  ‘of a 
truth’ in the Gospels seems to be equivalent to the (again much more frequent) 
 al ē th ô s  ‘truly’. Jerome uses the adverb  vere  ‘truly’ for the latter, while he prefers to 
use a prepositional phrase in this and most cases of  ep’ al ē the í as , thus preserving 
the same number of words as the source text (there are few exceptions, one of 
which is mentioned above in fn. 8). On the other hand, Wulfi la usually trans-
lates both expressions with the prepositional phrase  bi sunjai . Again, this situation 
overlaps with the Slavonic one. 

 As for the translation of 4.4 discussed above as Example (13), in Gothic we fi nd: 

   (13’)  ni bi hlaib ainana libaid manna, ak bi all waurde gudis  
   ‘man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God’ 

  The preposition  bi  with the accusative in its abstract meaning is glossed as ‘inbetreff, 
um,  ü ber’ by Streitberg: in this case, Wulfi la did not try to keep the same spatial 
metaphor used in Greek to express means (remember further that Greek had two 
different prepositions here,  ep í   and  en ). In this connection, it is interesting to observe 
further that  bi  is also used to express cause with the verb ‘cry’, that we have discussed 
above in ž 3.1. and 3.2: so in 19.41 (Example (14) above) we fi nd: 

   (14’)  gasai ß ands  þ o baurg gaigrot bi  þ o  
   ‘he beheld the city, and wept over it’ 

  Here, Wulfi la chooses to translate on the basis of the function of  ep í  , rather than 
extending the meaning of some preposition that corresponded to  ep í   in the do-
main of spatial relations. 

   .  This phrase has its origin in Biblical Hebrew (from  bisem : Blass/Debrunner/Rehkopf 2001: 168).  
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 In general, the translation of  ep í   with the dative denoting abstract relations 
is problematic for Wulfi la, who makes use of various prepositions. With verbs of 
emotion, we fi nd  in  with the dative once (1.14),  du  with the dative twice (1.47, 7.13), 
 ana  with the dative twice (2.33, 18.7), and  bi  with the accusative three times (4.22, 
4.32, 9.43). With the same verbs, Latin has only two possible prepositions, either 
 in  or  super . 15  Below are some examples: 

   (10’) 1.14  jah managai in gabaur þ ai is faginond  
   ‘and many shall rejoice at his birth’ 

  (23) 1.47  ka ì   ē gall í asen t ò  pne û m á  mou ep ì  t ô i The ô i t ô i sot ê r í  mou  
    et exultavit spiritus meus in Deo salutari meo  
    jah swegneid ahma meins du guda nasjand meinamma  
    ‘and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior’  

  (24) 2.33  thaum á zontes ep ì  to î s laloum é nois  
    mirantes super his quae dicebantur  
    sildaleikjandona ana  þ aim  þ oei rodida wesun  
    ‘they marvelled at those things which were spoken of him’  

  (25) 4.22  ka ì  etha ú mazon ep ì  to î s l ó gois  
    et mirabantur in verbis  
    jah sildaleikidedun bi  þ o waurda  
   ‘and they wondered at the words’ 

  Comparing the Gothic and the Latin translation, we can note two things: (a) the 
usage of  in  as a translation for the abstract meaning of  ep í   was much better established 
in Jerome than the usage of any unique or quasi-unique equivalent in Wulfi la; (b) 
Latin sometimes made use of a metaphor based on vertical orientation, as shown 
by the use of  super  in (19) and similar occurrences, while Gothic did not. 16  Both 
remarks can further be developed in the light of what we said in ž 3.1 and 3.2. As 
we have repeatedly shown above, the usage of  in  and  super  in specifi c contexts cor-
responding to Greek  ep í   was a typical feature of Latin translations of the Gospels 
already before Jerome: we may assume that it had become a typical feature of 
Christian Latin outside translation as well. Consequently Jerome, who was writing 
his translation three centuries after the earlier ones, could extend its usage, pre-
sumably following an established norm of his time. As for the spatial metaphor, we 
have remarked that Jerome (partly following the earlier translators) decided to ex-
tend the meaning of  in  and  super  to the same non-spatial meanings of Greek  ep í  . 

   .  Two other passages (1.29 and 20.26) cannot be used, because they apparently translate a 
Greek text which does not correspond to ours, see above the discussion of Example (20).  

   .  The Gothic translation of 6.35 quoted in Example (19) has the plain dative, rather than a 
prepositional phrase.  
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 Let us now turn to the two verbs for which Latin translators had devised spe-
cial constructions, i.e.  confi do  ‘trust’ and  fl eo  ‘cry’. In the case of  pe í thei ep í   ‘trust in’, 
the passage quoted in Example (18) is lost in Gothic; in 18.9 we fi nd the refl exive 
pronoun without prepositions: 

   (26) 18.9  e î pen d è  ka ì  pr ó s tinas to ù s pepoith ó tas eph’ heauto î s  
    dixit autem et ad quosdam qui in se confi debant  
    qa þ   þ an du sumaim,  þ aiei silbans trauaidedun  
   ‘and he said this unto certain which trusted in themselves’ 

  As we have mentioned in ž 3.2, fn. 10, some of the earlier Latin translations also 
had  sibi , the refl exive pronoun in the dative. Since in all other occurrences of 
 pe í thei ep í   ‘trust in’, including another one with a refl exive pronoun, Wulfi la has 
 du , the absence of preposition here might be connected with his knowledge of the 
Latin text (althoughit may well have been his own decision not to use a preposition). 
In the case of  kla í ein ep í   ‘cry over’, we have already remarked that Gothic did not 
extend the meaning of  ana  or  ufar  in a way similar to what Latin translators did 
with  super . In this case, Wulfi la’s translation seems to be independent of the form 
displayed by both Greek and Latin, while rather it conforms to the meaning of the 
source text.  

  . The translation of  ep í   in Old Church Slavonic 

 Looking at Table 3 in comparison with Table 2, it is clear that Old Church Sla-
vonic displays a broader range of possible translations for the Greek preposition 
 ep í   than Gothic, not to mention Latin. In addition, the preposition is translated 
mainly according to the case accompanying it in the original. This means that  ep í   
plus accusative most frequently corresponds to  na  plus accusative (39 times out of 
80),  ep í   plus dative is mainly translated by  o  plus locative (12 times out of 27) and 
 ep í   plus genitive mainly by  na  plus locative (14 times out of 21). However, even 
though some choices in rendering the preposition occur more frequently than 
others, an automatic rule can hardly be found: very often, in fact, similar, or even 
almost identical examples, are translated by means of different prepositions. This 
seems to refl ect the situation already occurring in Greek, where the preposition 
does not always display clear-cut meaning differences. 

 As already mentioned above,  ep í   plus genitive is usually employed to express loca-
tion, preferably with contact.  Na  plus locative is the most frequent choice to translate 
 ep í   plus genitive: 

   (2’) 2.14  i na zemi mir ŭ  v ŭ   č el’ov ě x ŭ  blagovolenie  
   ‘and on earth peace, good will toward men’ 
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  Many occurrences exhibit a local and static meaning: 5.18  ep ì  kl í n ē s / in lecto / 
na odr ě   ‘on the bed’; 6.17  ep ì  t ó pou pedino û  / in loco campestri / na m ě st ě  ravĭn ě   ‘in 
the plain’; 12.3  ep ì  t ō n dom á t ō n / in tectis / na krov ě x ŭ   ‘on the roof ’; in some cases 
also depending on verbs which involve movement, as in: 

   (27) 8.16  ep ì  lykhn í as t í th ē sin  
    supra candelabrum ponit  
    na sv ě  š  č tĭnik ŭ  v ŭ zlagaet ŭ   
   ‘setteth it on a candlestick’ 

  In 3.2, where  ep í   plus genitive has a temporal meaning, it is translated with  pri  plus 
locative, the usual way of rendering temporal expressions: 

   (15’) 3.2  pri arxierei Ann ě  i Kai ě f ě   
   ‘Annas and Caiaphas being the high priests’ 

  The same preposition  pri  seems to have a quite exceptional spatial meaning in 
Example (28). As remarked above, ž 3.1.,  secus  is rather infrequent in Latin and the 
translator seems to employ an unusual preposition in order to match the unusual 
lexical choice of the source text: 

   (28) 20.37  ep ì  t ê s b á tou / secus rubum / pri k o pin ě   
   ‘at the bush’ 

  In this case Matthew’s Gospel deserves a mention: the preposition  secus  also occurs 
in Matth. 13.48 in the phrase  secus litus  ‘by a stone’, translated into Old Church 
Slavonic as  na krai . 

 In Luke’s Gospel, most occurrences of  ep í   plus dative express cause or reason 
and are translated by means of  o  plus locative: 

   (29) 1.29  ep ì  t ô i l ó g ō i dietar á khth ē   
    turbata est in sermone eius  
    s ŭ m ę te s ę  o slovesi ego  
   ‘she was troubled at his saying’ 

  In fi ve occurrences the spatial value of  ep í   plus dative is rendered by  na  plus locative 
and twice by  nad ŭ   plus instrumental, as in 23.38: 

   (30) 23.38   ê n d è  ka ì  epigraphf ep’ aut ô i  
    erat autem et superscriptio scripta super eum  
    b ě   ž e i napsanĭe napisano nad ŭ  nim ŭ   
   ‘and a superscription also was written over him in’ 

  As already observed above,  na  plus accusative is the most frequent choice to 
translate  ep í   plus accusative, even though the fl uctuation between the accusative and 
the locative mirrors the situation of Greek (partly already present in Homeric and 
Classical Greek, in which a few verbs, such as  t í th ē mi  ‘put’, could take  ep í   with either 
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the accusative or the genitive). The preposition usually indicates a movement towards 
somebody or something, as in 10.9, quoted above in Example (6), in which we fi nd 
 na vy  ‘over us’ (accusative) as a translation of  eph’hum â s . Motion can also be abstract: 

   (31) 1.17  Epistr é psai kard í as pat é r ō n ep í  t é kna  
    Ut convertat corda patrum in fi lios  
    Obratiti srdĭca ocm ŭ  na  č  ę da  
   ‘to turn the hearts of the fathers to the children’ 

  (32) 1.35  pne û ma h á gion epel é usetai ep í  s é   
    Spiritus sanctus superveniet in te  
    Doux ŭ  sv ę nty naidet ŭ  na t ę   
   ‘the Holy Ghost shall come upon thee’ 

  However, albeit infrequently,  ep í   can also have the meaning of ‘into’, as is clear 
from the following example: 

   (33) 12.11  h ó tan d è  eisph é r ō sin hum â s ep ì  t à s sunag ō g à s ka ì  t à s arkh à s ka ì  t à s exous í as  
    cum autem inducent vos in synagogas et ad magistratus et potestates  
    egda  ž e prived p t ŭ  vy na s ŭ n ŭ mi š ta i vlasti i vlady č ĭstvi ě   
   ‘and when they bring you unto the synagogues, and unto magistrates, and powers’ 

  This usage of  ep í   is not found in Classical Greek, where  eis , rather than  ep í  , has the 
meaning ‘into’. In the Liddell-Scott Lexicon, similar examples are quoted, but this 
is the only one that clearly means not only ‘towards’ but ‘into’ (even in the Gospels). 
Interestingly, cases employed with the preposition  na  refl ect such a difference: 
the word  s ŭ n ŭ mi š ta  ‘synagogues’ is in the accusative, while  vlasti  ‘magistrates’ and 
 vlady č ĭstvi ě   ‘powers’ are in the locative case. In Example (33), Greek makes no dis-
tinction between the meanings ‘towards’ and ‘into’, whereas Latin explicitly makes 
such a distinction by using two different prepositions,  in  with the accusative and  ad , 
and Old Church Slavonic uses the same preposition, as Greek does, but with two dif-
ferent cases, i.e. the accusative for the meaning ‘into’ and the locative for ‘towards’. 

 Frequently,  ep í   signals fi nal contact with something after a movement. This 
happens, for instance, with verbs of locating or falling (in 6.48 quoted below,  na  
takes the locative case): 

   (34) 6.48   é th ē ken them é lion ep ì  t f n p é tran  
    posuit fundamentum super petram  
    polo ž i osnovanie na kamene  
   ‘aid the foundation on a rock’ 

  In such cases, too, movement can be abstract: 

   (35) 1.12  ka ì  ph ó bos ep é pesen ep’aut ó n  
    et timor irruit super eum  
    i strax ŭ  napade na nĭ  
   ‘and fear fell upon him’ 
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  In two occurrences (5.12 quoted in Example (4) and 17.16, below) the expression 
 p í ptein ep ì  pr ó s ō pon  ‘to fall on one’s face’ is rendered by the adverb  nicĭ  ‘down’: 

   (36) 17.16  ka ì   é pesen ep ì  pr ó s ō pon par à  to ù s p ó das auto û   
    et cecidit in faciem ante pedes eius  
    i pade nicĭ na nogou ego  
   ‘and fell down on his face at his feet’ 

  It is remarkable that in this example Slavonic, while translating the phrase  ep ì  
pr ó s ō pon  ‘on his face’ by means of an adverb of space, uses the preposition  na  
plus locative (in the dual number) to translate  par à  to ù s p ó das  ‘at his feet’, turn-
ing out to be less precise in providing spatial information than both Greek and 
Latin. 

 An example similar to (35), in which the Greek verb  eg é neto  ‘come into being’ 
is translated with the verb ‘be’ in Slavonic, that does not imply any movement, also 
exhibits  na  plus locative: 

   (37) 1.65  ka ì  eg é neto ep ì  p á ntas ph ó bos  
    et factus est timor super omnes  
    i by na vsex ŭ  strax ŭ   
   ‘and fear came on all’ 

  Contact after movement is also involved in the following example, where Latin 
translates with  ad : 

   (38) 5.11  katag ó ntes t à  plo î a ep ì  t f n g e n  
    et subductis ad terram navibus  
    i izvez ŭ  š  č e korabĭ na souxo  
   ‘and when they had brought their ships to land’ 

  It is also noteworthy that in Example (38) the Greek phrase  ep ì  t f n g e n  ‘to land’, 
almost automatically translated by  na zemli  in the Gospel, regardless of whether 
the expression involves movement or not, is rendered through a non-literal, less 
frequent expression. 

 However, if movement towards an entity does not imply fi nal contact, a pos-
sible solution is  k ŭ   plus dative, frequent with persons, with the meaning ‘in(to) the 
presence of ’, often corresponding to Latin  ad : 

   (39) 23.1   e gagon aut ò n ep ì  t ò n Pil â ton  
    duxerunt eum ad Pilatum  
    privedos ę  i k ŭ  Pilatu  
   ‘they led him unto Pilate’ 

  (40) 24.12   é drame ep ì  t ò  mn ē me î on  
    cucurrit ad monumentum  
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    te č e k ŭ  grobu  
   ‘he ran unto the sepulcher’ 

  With the accusative,  ep í   can also have a causal meaning as in Example (41): in 
this case it is usually translated by  o  plus locative and it regularly occurs with the 
verb ‘cry’ (see above, ž 3.1 and 4, Examples (14) and (14’) with discussion), even 
though this verb can also take other prepositions such as  za  or plain cases like the 
genitive in other manuscripts: 

   (14”) 19.41  vid ě v ŭ  grad ŭ  plaka s ę  o nemĭ  
   ‘he beheld the city, and wept over it’ 
  (41) 23.28  m ē  kla í ete ep’ em é   
    nolite fl ere super me  
    ne pla č ite s ę  o mn ě   
   ‘do not weep for me’ 

   O  plus locative is also used to translate the equivalent of the verb ‘live on’, as 
in the following example (see above Example (13) and discussion); unfortunately, 
the rest of the text is missing: 

   (13”) 4.4    ě ko ne o xl ě b ě  edinomĭ  ž iv ŭ  bp  †…† 
   ‘shall not live by bread alone’ 

 In the case in which the event takes place within a delimited space,  ep í   plus ac-
cusative is rendered by  po  plus dative: 

  (42) 23.44  sk ó tos eg é neto eph’ h ó l ē n t f n gen  
    tenebrae factae sunt in universam terram  
    t ŭ ma by po vsei zemli  
   ‘there was a darkness over all the earth’ 

  A major problem concerning Old Church Slavonic is the diffi culty in identi-
fying the linguistic model on which it depends. One of the basic assumptions in 
the history of Slavistics was that Old Church Slavonic was rigidly dependent on 
its Greek model. However, the results of numerous detailed investigations show 
that linguistic features typical of the areas where the manuscripts were written or 
proper to the variety spoken by copyists crept into the manuscripts. Besides, given 
the strong infl uence exerted by the Roman Church, the idea that monks translated 
exclusively from Greek models has to be reassessed. 

 Below, we analyze some passages from the Zographensis that deserve special 
discussion. In part, they may seem independent of the text they translate and rather 
show that specifi c linguistic patterns were spreading among languages because of 
their prestige; some occurrences are connected with grammatical peculiarities of 
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the linguistic systems involved. For convenience, such passages are divided into three 
categories: 

  a. the Slavonic translation does not correspond to the original Greek word by 
word: in general new words are added but in some infrequent cases words are left 
out. In the following example: 

   (20’) 1.29  ep ì  t ô i l ó g ō i dietar á khth ē   
    turbata est in sermone eius  
    s ŭ m ę te s ę  o slovesi ego  
   ‘she was troubled at his saying’ 

  the pronoun in the genitive case  ego  ‘his’ is added to the noun  slovesi  ‘words’. In this 
case, Slavonic and Latin agree (see also the discussion about Gothic above, ž 4), 
but this does not necessarily imply that they derive from a common source, even 
if this possibility cannot be ruled out  a priori . The tendency to add a genitive or a 
possessive adjective in such a context is common among languages, and could be 
ascribed to the grammatical system the two target languages; 

 b. Slavonic and Latin agree in a very particular reading: in such cases, it is more 
diffi cult to think of independent innovations in the two target languages, than to 
assume that Latin itself was the source of the Slavonic translation (see on this yet 
unsolved problem Garzaniti 2001). A very interesting example is represented by 
the verse 12.54: 

   (43) 12.54  h ó tan id ē te neph é l ē n anat é llousan ep ì  dysm ô n  
    cum videritis nubem orientem ab occasu  
    egda uzrĭte oblak ŭ  v ŭ sxod ę  š tĭ ot ŭ  zapad ŭ   
   ‘when ye see a cloud rise out of the west’ 

  where most likely the expression  ep ì  dysm ô n  ‘on the west’, not even attested in 
Classical Greek (where the equivalent expression is  pros dysm ô n / pros dysma î s  
‘from the west’), probably unclear to the translator, was replaced by the translation 
provided by the Latin text, which perfectly corresponds to the Slavonic text. 17  

 c. the third group consists of the expressions  ep’al ē the í as  ‘of a truth’, and  ep ì  
t ô i on ó mati  ‘in the name’, that we have discussed in the preceding paragraphs. In 
the case of  ep’al ē the í as , Gothic and Slavonic agree in using a prepositional phrase 
( v ŭ   plus accusative in Slavonic:  v ŭ  istin p  ) both for the prepositional phrase and for 
the adverb  al ē th ô s  ‘truly’ (while Latin often has  vere ). In the case of  ep ì  t ô ion ó mati , 

   .  The fact that the Greek expression was unclear is also evidenced by various attempts to 
render it in different ways by pre-Jerome Latin translators.  
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which, as we have seen, alternates with  en t ô i on ó mati , Slavonic again agrees with 
Gothic in using two different prepositions, as shown in the following examples: 

   (44) 21.8  ep ì  t ô i on ó mat í  mou / in nomine meo / v ŭ  im ę  moe  

  (45) 10.7  en t ô i on ó mat í  sou / in nomine tuo  /  o imeni tvoemĭ  

  In this case, too, Slavonic and Gothic do not agree with Latin, in which we fi nd the 
preposition  in  with the ablative for both types of occurrence, both in the  Vulgate  
and in the earlier translations.  

  . Conclusions 

 In our paper, we have focussed on the translation of the Greek preposition  ep í   in 
three different languages: Latin, Gothic, and Old Church Slavonic. Among them, 
only Latin could rely on a well known earlier literary tradition; besides, Latin con-
tinued in the Romance languages, while Old Church Slavonic did not directly give 
rise to any language, but exerted a strong infl uence on the literary tradition of many 
(especially South-Eastern) Slavonic languages. Since Gothic died out, its infl uence 
is hardly detectable in any language. 

 In Luke’s Gospel, occurrences that prove interesting from the point of view of 
translation involve usages of  ep í   that were not attested in Classical Greek, and most 
often occur in contexts relevant for religious thought. In such occurrences, Latin 
differs from the other two languages, because the translation of the New (and 
Old) Testament was a much more widespread practice, that had already generated 
several grammatical usages which became unique to Christian Latin. Among them 
we discussed the instrumental usage of  in , and constructions of the verbs  confi do 
in  ‘trust in’ and  fl eo super  ‘cry over’. These latter constructions, that did not exist in 
Classical Latin, still survive in the Romance languages. They depend on the Greek 
model to a limited extent: in part they go back to Biblical Hebrew (or some other 
Semitic language), 18  but to some extent, they are also an independent creation of 
Latin translators (possibly taking into account prevailing theological discussion). 

 In the same occurrence, Gothic and Slavonic display a larger number of different 
translations for  ep í  . This points to an expectedly low degree of theological culture. 19  

   .  See further the case of  gloria  as discussed in Sznajder (in print).  

   .  However, when Gothic and Slavonic exhibit corresponding translations, it is impossible 
to assess any infl uence of Gothic on Slavonic, because there is no positive evidence that Slavic 
translators knew the Gothic text. In addition, given the theological authoritativeness of the 
Greek (and Latin) text, and since Goths were Arians, it is methodologically more accurate to 
suppose that only Greek and possibly Latin were the sources of the Slavonic translation.  
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Limited refi nement of linguistic means is arguably in the way in which an adverb 
such as  al ē th ô s  ‘truly’ is translated. As we have shown in ž 4 and 5, both Gothic 
and Slavonic could apparently only make use of a prepositional phrase. Indeed, 
adverbs are a comparatively complex category, which is likely to develop late. 

 Our paper shows that even in Late Antiquity and Early Middle Ages cultural 
contact was a privileged vehicle for linguistic contact.  
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